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SHUNG
White water-wolves
hungry from winter
freed now from ice chains
rush before wind
eager to jaw
the sullen land
—Thomas Grove
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ERIN FARRELL

Inner Ear
The spiral turns
the sound
into a perfect tone,
resolving to revolve
on one point,
one speck
alone
creates a round world
of its own.
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WOODY NEWMAN

Five Very Short Poems
1.
Sunset.
The clouds are shaped like the ribcages
Of giant beasts and birds.
2.

I am tired like the man
Who pulls the bucket at the well.
The last.
3.

Yesterday
You gave me candy.
Today I'll eat the wrappers.
4.

The balloon we could not find
Lies shrivelled in the corner of the room.
They have kept my sister
Eight years in my mother's womb.
5.

Today
There will be no flowers.
An anniversary.
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DEBORAH DOBSON
Cousin
Not in that shrinking body.
At the shore.
I place you outside the Sound.
Open Sea.
You. a sailor, climb the shrouds
to fasten a coarse gray sail
Torn by the weather
Until you are wrecked, uncharted
And I prowl the beach
harvesting shatters of mussels and brittle clenches of white
coughed up by the tide.
Not an anesthetic freeze.
Warm, cheap wine
spilled on costumes in the crowd.
Fat City.
Reveler past his prime, you
narrow an alley, rigid and senseless,
A half-naked exclamation point
defaulting privacy.
I touch and cannot revive you,
So, I shower you with heavy glitter from my Houdini cloak
and watch you fade away.
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Not deprived of past.

I

Cymric warrior,

'

You enter the age of mines.
Enemy heads
displayed on your gold-stained belt.
Your godhead ax releases the coal

t

that spirals black into your years.
Lungs and language cake hard
for that long retirement
And I'll visit your oblivion on certain traditional holidays
to dust the relics.
I'll never call you cousin.
In that coma
you do not resemble him
or me.
You are an unfleshed news account
reported far from home,
a john doe who cannot respond
to any name I speak
to any costume I impose.
But I will not see you anchored to that fossil rock;
I'll call you voyager, and wait for your return.
4
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KAREN POOL

tonight the moon i am, it azaJeas

dear mama do not
cry those tears,
on your cheeks they shine,
spill on my arm
which lies around you
uncertainly, we are
unused to touch.
hush.
the moon is azaleas tonight,
hazy, white, full of
the softest smell of light
i smell the light
do you mama;
i did not give my love freely
strewing azalea blossoms, no,
to all the spring hungry,
no mama, to only one,
the hungriest, his ache
hungered me.
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for the loss of a thumb
it won't grow back,
maybe they can make you a plastic one,
a thumb scorchproof—teflon, or duraware,
another fellow lost his,
just last week, same way,
pinned in the crack where
the seat folds down,
you shouldn't buy cars like that /
teflon? this doctor i suspect
eats his breakfast
without tasting his plums,
without seeing the pink plums on his white plate.
he plugs in old coffee.
pours it down a stomach galvinized.
making love to his wife was tiresome,
he quit last month,
they sleep in different rooms,
she's with the plumber now.
your new thumb will be bone, ivory,
the pearl inside of a shell,
you will never break it,
it will shine as
the emeralds people put in their teeth,
the alabaster beads they string on their hair,
they rattle down the street,
calypso in the night,
shimmer in skeins of pearls,
their hearts break and break,
slivers of bone, shell,
no opal can bend, make new ones;
only we keep outside whole.
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warning for playing
he sits on the wide keyboard beach
playing on shells, much as you
might play on the trumpet closet-hidden.
you were twelve then, or was yours a tuba,
stilled now in the attic
behind Christmas balls and masks,
national geographies, letters, old insurance forms.
the shells are boned notes;
music given shape, set on the beach,
he plays them, studies them,
re-arranges a still-life,
the whites hard pears, fluted apples,
the beach a plate.
i am afraid to play on shells,
they are loud and
people in the beachhouse
might hear, they hear everything,
telephone when we make love too loudly
or too much,
suggest alternative exercise,
jogging to japan.
i am afraid to play the shells,
their sound is so loud the sea anemones
will die, so used to silent water,
their dance quiet and i
would unrhythm the waves
with my shells,
those shells, don't touch your violin,
the trumpet, the finger castanets
at the bottom of the trunk,
don't leave your beachhouse,
we fear storms coming.

7

JOSEPH GIOIA

Leaving

Crestline Ohio is a luckless little town. Its mental retardation
rate is high. The average income is low. Main street Crestline was
built lord knows when and no one's touched it since. The American
past peeps out grimly from its small corners and posts of faded designBut there the train from L.A. to New York will stop if you will buy 0
ticket.
At 10:45 p.m. the train from L.A., all lights and motion, sails
into that small Ohio town like the bright ghost of 10,000 cities. StopsThe people in the bar car look up from their drinks and look out the
windows and wonder. Only the station lamp, bright enough to shine
through their reflections, shows there is something more outside. The
conductor walks by. The train begins. New York by 10:00 a.m.
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JONATHAN ROTHSCHILD
Fairmont Hall, 1967
Who is it, writes poetry for college arts stores,
Who is it?
I once wrote a story who it was:
A pipe, beard, glasses,
Talking with an English accent
borrowed from the downstairs maid.
And in my prose I was aloof
from the college professor poets
rating uncomfortable thoughts with illegible
remarks.
No, it was not me.
But here I am, slack falling reins and all,
A ten second amulet dripping from my mind
Without object, image or concept.
Just a lot of rhetoric and one
Vibrating electric storm.
Who is it? Not me,
But a ten second scrap of what I carry always.
Don't we all?
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PHILIP CHURCH

The Gnat Poem
This afternoon, lo, the
gnats swarmed.
My wife said to me,
"Look there, Philip,
the gnats are swarming."
The kind of person I am,
I asked her, "Barbara,
why do they do that?"
"Where do they come from?"
"They come out of the ground,
and they rise up, and now,
as we see, in the swarm they
copulate and then they die,
practically at the same time,
and then they fall back,
carrying the fertilized eggs,
back to the ground with them,
dead, and next August new gnats
will rise up, swarm, and
doit all over again."
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"No shit?" I said, and
"that's it?That'8 all
they do? Sheer phenomenon,
life completely unadded to?
Christ, they must live
a little, fly around?
They get in your eyes."
"No," she replied, "not
actually. We walk into
them swarming, get in
their way, disturb their
delicate air-pockets,
and of course they are
drawn to moisture, heat."
"Well," I replied, "they
do seem determined, when
they keep buzzing you."
But that is all, huh?
That's it, among the Zinnias
and the tomato plants, the
hound baking in the sun,
and our eyes ticking
our thoughts away? "Yes,
and look there, a Monarch!"
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SHARI MILLER

A heat-wave in January
in Scotland
in me
A welling-up of emotion
accompanies the fever
that turns cold winter nights
into restless dreams
My eyes water
from the pain of illness
yet from a deeper source also—
a source I do not know
A man in a crumpled hat
on a street-corner in Aberdeen
drinks whiskey from a bottle
and coughs up blood
Later that night
I awaken—coughing heavily
Before sleep has left my eyes
I see blood on the wall.
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EARL McGANN
Driftwood
The winds have changed; they drive the fog from shore,
And veils of fleeting beads are sent to sea.
Receding waves abandon burdens more
Upon the sand; among the churned debris
Lie scattered branches, grayed by sun and time,
That once had grown, though tempests chose to snap
Them from earth's bonds, to brave another clime.
Where barnacles are buds, and salt the sap.
And so again they grasp unholding land
With polished fingers, locked in futile grip.
But tides now surge; waves churn the settled sand
Beneath the rounded driftwood, soon to slip.
And snatched, it sharply rides from vale to crest,
To find a misty beach on which to rest.
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REBECCA WARREN
October Apple Trees
Late October apple trees
hang heavy
in the gray gathering cold.
Their once light branches
cracked and spent
like ruined bitches;
Wombs stretched
with many litters.
They shamble arthritically
down sidewalks,
their function finished.
Gravity drags
all to the ground.
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VICXI BARKER
Crabbing
On the river behind him the waves slap blue and white,
But in the tidal cove the water's clear.
Paddling gentle, net poised, eyes intent,
He steers toward his reflection forward bent;
Peering through his peering face he seeks
Quarry that moves deep. A flash of white —
He shatters as the net shoots down. The sea
Boils brown. In up to the elbow, then it's out,
And the crab smacks against the deck. We squat
And watch it, a shell box of sea hues
Skittering between our legs. Blue pincer moves
In fury, and the black metallic eyes
Roll baleful in rilled armor, wise to what's to be.
Tonight we'll boil and shell it, taste the sea
In its pink flesh. Its body in our bodies.
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MITCHELL WEBB

After The Rains,
After the rains, like slow wet bullets, came
Too late to save the dying corn, too late
To green the withered fields, the lame
Old farmer shook his head and cursed his leg, his fate.
Bright, bright the waters that came too late.
The silent rain in silent torrents fell
And fostered themselves into great
Rills upon the barren land. The hell
Of dust became a hell of mud and futile hate.
Bright, bright the waters that came too late.
The farmer rubbed his leg, and damned the rains.
Then rubbed his leg again, and sat to wait
The dying of the useless storm. The pains,
He thought, of sowing, tending, losing are too great.
Bright, bright the waters that came too late.
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KATHLEEN KIRK
In all nature one thing stands;
one tree in one fall day demands
and will not let two eyes not cling,
not ask, not wonder at the thing,
its beauty, and the plan.
Too gold! too softly gold scream
the eyes to every other sense
until the eyes too softly stream
gold to every other sense.
Green is hiding in the gold
beneath, where heaven hasn t told
upon the tree. The green that lies
so simply there will learn the guise
of beauty in the plan.
It's fire! without heat or smoke
but burning wonder in the eyes.
The helpless cries of Fire! choke
on wonder in the burning eyes.
The eyes that ache to call the tree
aro called unto the tree and, free
in apprehension, now are bound
in longing to the littered ground —
yet pity beauty's plan.
Too soon! the cry or soon too old.
Those that hang upon the fall
are fallen from the golden hold;
fallen, hang upon the fall.
The tender bond is broken between
eyes and gold and tender green.
The voice that rose upon the sight
is filtered down through spotted light
and lands upon a plan.
No voice: the eyes refuse to speak
but only cling again in weak
reflection on the beauty there:
the plan takes form behind the stare.
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FREDERICK TURNER

The Wind People
Their faces are the skeins of air that we
Sometimes perceive to finger across a flag or sheet;
their bodies, that which fills a tree
when it is wrought by their possession, thrown
about its limbs as if distraught.
And they are like the catspaws of the fire
and they are simple-minded in their time;
often their quarrels by coincidence
catch in the splinters of a human fate
and pull us willy-nilly to the grave or flame.
Lovers, quite often, capture by mistake
within a kiss, a wind-person by the hem
and then the breath that each one breathes
is the trapped and unknowing spirit of another being
It's tHis which scares a lover oftentime.
The wind people inhabit wars and shores.
It'8 they who form the whistle of the shell
for they are fascinated by all forms of spirals
and love to lie along the horns of shells.
They're angered, though, by bangs and bells.
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Especially in fall the wind people come by.
They think that we are only swifter forms of trees. To them
the tender flesh of thigh and breast is hard as stone.
In these last months
I've become not much different from they.
A year ago I felt a ticking in my eye
whenever wind was round.
Investigating this phenomenon I found
a veil of colours in the air, so faint it was
not so much sight as sound.
At first I could not tell the boundary
of one wind-person from another. Now
I've even named them, though these names are secret.
I wondered whether they had anything to do with prayer:
but they come neither out of heaven nor hell.
—And now I know their shapes in whirling sand;
I've grown to recognize their smell
(like hills of bitter snow) and see
in turns of my own madness their many-fingered hand
weaving their versions of eternity.
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ANNE BROSTRUP

Darien, October 1974
Outside the window of this
quiet house, out in the night wood,
damp wind hesitates,
mixes with
unseen leaves in high branches,
moves off again. Soaked trees
shake heavy rain
down onto darkened lawns, while a
mist rises, damping off sound,—
as if
some process were continuing, some
dialogue taking place
outside of dark houses,
full of sleeping people:
as if they were not
listened to,
as if they were not
listening.
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DUNCAN WILLIAMS
Milk The Wood
Narrator:
It is night in the dull, dark, donnish, deadened Deanery.
Beneath his elegant, elongated study-lamp, Dr. Baumgarten (A.B.
Bowling Green M.A. Michigan; Ph.D. Pennsylvania, abetted but
unaided by further futile frivolous studies at Leyden and Laugharne)
seizes upon yet another misconceived detail in the dim, drowsing text
before him. Hush! The students are sleeping. Freshman, sophomore,
junior and senior, worker and footballer, drinker and fraternity-man,
co-ed and no-ed ... all alike are tossed in the private dramas of their
dreams of fame, fornication, touch-downs, make-up, virgins, Beowulf,
bosoms, bourbon, beer, boredom, and the bedlam which is College.
Only you can see into the book-lined cubby-holo of the boo
worm's world where Plato, Dante, Milton, The Decline and Fall, Kafka
and Faulkner (limited edition, signed by the author) nestle and jostle in
uneasy, unexpected, unexplored solitude. Come closer now. n y you
can see the futile footnote fatuously appended to the innocent text.
Only you are a witness to the monstrous misconception that is about to
be committed. From where you are, you too, can see into his thoughts.
Voice of Dr. Baumgarten:
I must publish or be damned, and yet if to be damned t were
well to be . . . Damn! That's not Thomas; it's that other poet. To
perdition with all prattling poets. Remember me, Dylan?
Dylan: (appearing)
You're bloody Baumgarten!
Dr. Baumgarten:
I made my reputation at Columbia.
Dylan :
That was because you picked my bones, you bugger!
Dr. Baumgarten:
.
Don't tell anyone it was me that filched the idea of sexual,
textual analysis. I am a mentor mad for fame.
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(Recites)

Dear Eliot, I know there are,
Poems more obscure than yours,
And Waster Lands, and Prufrocks far
More intellectual lures.
By cummings and by Ezra Pound,
Or Edith Sitwell's glory
By Yeats in mystic beauty bound,
You seem reactionary.
Fitzgerald, Blake, and Robert Frost,
Day-Lewis, Randall Jarrell,
All these perplex and leave one lost,
For scholars to unravel.
But let me choose and oh, I should
Devote my all to Dylan
Dissect each word, and Milk the Wood,
And dedicate to Brinnin.

Dylan: (softening)
Come, Baumgarten Bach. Ask what you will. You are
dismembering me. I am forgetting you.
Baumgarten:
I am stuck with sterile scholarship. Embedded deep in the
depressing depths of destructive, devitalizing, detailed, dessicated,
remorseless research. And for what, for what? Dylan.
Dylan:
What branches grow
Out of this stoney rubbish? Baumgarten,
You cannot say, or guess, for you know only
A heap of broken images.
Now I've surprised you, Boyo. But come on, Ask!
Baumgarten:
I must publish. Another article in PMLA would . . .
Dylan:
And what in the name of Mog Edwards is PMLA? No! Don't tell
me. Let me roll it rioting, round and round my tongue. The . . . Poetry
Mutilators Licensing Authority.
22

Baumgarten: (anguished and aghast)
Hush! They might hear!
Dylan: (softly)
Tonight in my home the men have their arms around one
another and they are singing. Does that mean anything to you?
Baumgarten:
Yes, yes, but . . .
Narrator:
Alone until he dies, Bernie Baumgarten, Dean of the Faculty,
born in the Bronx, saddened and stupified by scholarship, remembers
a University which honored him once, long, long ago, when he wasn t
expecting it and has never honored him again, although he has been
expecting it all the time. He stares at the text, which stares back. They
eye each other with solid suspicion and growing misunderstanding.
Dr. Baumgarten:
What exactly did you mean by a "beer-tent black with parchs
Dylan: (softly)
Beer, Baumgarten? It reminds me all the way. I miss it and t e
heron-priested shore. I miss all the people of the lulled and dumbfoun
town and the sound of the grass growing on Llareggub hill.
Dr. Baumgarten:
Yes, but 'parchs.' Is there an "e" omitted as Van Oss suggests,
or should the "s" be elided as the Upsala set urges?
Dylan:

It was just another statement made on the way to the grave.

Narrator:
A diesel hoots in the distance and the principality of the sky
lightens over the green, rodent-racing, culture-cramming campus,
lossless and caste-ridden.
Dylan: (violently and suddenly)
I was a Welshman, a drunkard, and a heterosexual.
Dr. Baumgarten: (impatiently)
Yes, yes. But about "parchs"?
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Dylan: (fading)
Oh, God, isn't an education wonderful!
Narrator:
Dr. Baumgarten returns to his hope-filled, hopeless task with
unseeing eyes and recites softly to himself.
Create a mass of rambling notes,
To cause a mild sensation,
Back up the notes with copious quotes,
Ensuring publication.
As Dr. Baumgarten completes his compulsive morning confessional.
Dylan*8 voice, Celtic and clear, can be heard soaring above the
solecisms of the Social Science seminars, high over the hissing
laboratories of the infinitive-and-atom-splitting science sections,
above the dreamers still cradled in their fantasies, neurotic and
erotic, sacred and profane.
'And honoured among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
And once below a time I lordly had the trees and leaves
Trail with daisies and barley
Down the rivers of windfall light . . .'
Baumgarten takes down a file marked "Fern Hill" and oblivious to the
continuing cascading crescendoing chorus writes in his minute,
measured hand
"The obvious error contained in the phrase 'once below a time
should convince everyone of the paucity of Thomas' formal educationAs I have stated in my monograph "Dylan Thomas — Poet Hn
Peasant," after leaving Swansea Gramar School, Thomas . .
'And green and golden I was huntsman and herdsman, the
calves
Sang to my horn, the foxes on the hills barked clear and cold,
And the sabbath rang slowly
In the pebbles of the holy streams.'
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MARRY ME - A REVIEW
Marry Me, a romance
by John Updike.
303 pp. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. $7.95.
Americans, noted Henry James in 1874, "confess to a con
servative taste in literary matters — to a relish for brevity, for con
ciseness, for elegance, for perfection of form.' The novel, he said,
"remains still, under the right persuasion, the most independent, most
elastic, most prodigious of literary forms." Now, a century later, it is
reassuring to find that there exists an American writer who still writes
novels. That is not a facetious statement. It is hard to find novels these
days; we are bombarded with social criticisms, fictionalized essays,
poetic prose, but novels — ah, those are rare indeed. The first thing to
be said about Marry Me is that it is a novel — not a grand one
perhaps, no great conflicts, no real battlefields, but a novel none the
less. Updike calls the book a romance, perhaps out of embarrassment,
for, after all, novels, one likes to think, have more to them. Not much
happens here. Jerry and Sally are in love and want to get married, the
problem being that they are satisfactorily, if not happily, married to
others. The place is Connecticut, the time 1962. The novel traces the
development of their romance, its ups and downs, through the long,
lingering twilight of the summer. These are not exceptional people,
they are neither heroic nor neurotic — indeed, they are almost bland.
There is little trauma, no true pathos; crucial decisions are delayed
because the kids have to be dressed for school. This is a calm world,
characterized by trivialities and small responsibilities, and these are
calm people. Following the climactic confrontation, Sally phones Jerry
Bnd remembers an earlier scene in which he could no sleep.
Remember in Washington," she says, "it was you who had the in
somnia? I couldn't see what you were so worried about. Now I know,
bife is worrisome," replies Jerry — and this, after all, is the point.
When all is said, it comes down to that: not traumatic or desperate,
but worrisome — a seemingly endless succession of small worries.
Although Sally and Jerry maintain definite, individual per
sonalities, the development of character comes about largely from
comparisons one is forced to make between them and their respective
spouses. Richard, Sally's coarse husband, heightens our sense of the
Blmost effeminate Jerry, and Ruth, Jerry's compassionate and inuriatingly competent wife, is the antithesis of Sally. Indeed, since
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these two (especially Ruth) are so fully developed, our attention is
often drawn away from the principals. Still, since all four characters
are developed through such comparisons, we inevitably come back.
One example: Ruth and Richard had an undiscovered and not-too
glamorous affair of their own a few years back, and the fact that their
attempt at romantic love failed so miserably serves to subtly un
derscore Sally and Jerry's predicament.
Marry Me is about love, yes, but it is also about the difficulty of
choice. The central drama of the novel comes in Jerry's being unable to
decide whether to leave Ruth. The children offer a convenient excuse
for staying, but it is not the children who force him to stay — rather it
is the simple fact that life is defined by its worries, and life with either
Sally or Ruth offers no guarantee of reprieve. Jerry is constantly
wavering, hoping someone else will decide for him, searching for some
divine clue. When Ruth suspects she might be pregnant, he is relieved:
"She realized, as the receiver went dead in her hand, that his relief
was two-edged. If she were pregnant, he would not leave her; if she
were not pregnant, he would." But, as it turns out, she is not pregnant
and Jerry does not leave. This indecision is not a result of cowardice. It
stems, rather, from two sets of conflicting desires; the choice is not
between good and evil, but between exchanging one set of worries for
another.
The tone of this essentially realistic novel is, like an old
photograph, mostly gray — calm and gloomy, summer twilight. This
twilight is moral as well, something we are never allowed to forget. It
is 1962, the recent past, the Camelot of the Kennedy Administration —
an historical allusion which Updike (unfortunately) keeps reminding us
of. Maybe 1962 is too recent, dreams of Camelot are too fresh in our
memories, but when Jerry says something like, "our trouble is that we
live in the twilight of the old morality, and there's just enough to
torment us, and not enough to hold us in," this reader can do nothing
but laugh, and shake his head, and wait for this sentimental drivel to
be done with. For the statement is not only pretentious, it is stupid as
well; we are always living in the twilight of an old morality, and if this
is supposed to be important, the morality a specific, historical one,
well, Mr. Updike, why didn't you tell me about it? Like a child with B
toy-box, Updike absently plays with the temporal setting, never giving
us anything of substance to deal with. This parallel between political,
social, and personal orders is never adequately developed, and
consequently seems both false and foolish. The two couples do not
seem to belong to the past, no matter how recent; their worries,
problems, and conflicts are contemporary, and the solution, or rather
non-solution, is the most contemporary of all.
In the end, Jerry, unable to choose, becomes prey to his fan-
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tasies. The last chapter gives us a choice of three endings: there is
Jerry and Sally in Wyoming, Jerry and Ruth in the south of France, and
Jerry alone in St. Croix. Yet none of these are, or can be, real; Jerry
and Ruth, Richard and Sally, are together in Connecticut, and old
affairs become mental diversions — enjoyable in themselves, yet
haunting in context. As if in a daze, Jerry spins out his pseudoadolescent fantasies:
You're so big for me, Jerry. Too big.
Not really. Am I?
Oh, yes. Yes. You Till me all up. It's alarming.
It is? How nice of you to say so.
Yet, there is still regret. He imagines other conversations, and these
are, at times, strikingly painful:
And now, how do you feel? I feel dead.
I'm still very shaken, but it's less bad. I'm not
yours anymore. You should know that. After a while I'll
probably get bitter about you and hate you because you
humiliated me, and then that will go too, and I won't care
either way very much. You'll be my ex-lover and we might
even be friends.
Sounds awful. Awful ... I loved you because you
believed what I believed. There was a place I went to
with you.
Any woman will take you there. There's no place,
darling, but right here, here and now, with Richard and
Ruth. Love Ruth, Jerry. Now I must stop talking to you,
because people will say I'm a whore.
Even in one's dreams, one cannot escape those simple worries which
define one's life; the imaginary is inexorably connected to the real.
"I've been waiting for an act of God," says Jerry at one point.
Although Updike is able to avoid much of the pompous Protestantism
which evidences itself in some of his earlier fiction (most notably
Rabbit Redux), he occasionally falls into the trap. Jerry, the ardent,
irrational believer, feels exhilarated with the prospect of stealing an
atheist's (Richard's) wife, is half-ashamed in loving a married woman,
and remains constantly afraid of death. The problem here is not in
Updike's including this; the problem is in the language. It is longwinded and affected, filled with convoluted references to despair,
doom, and sin. It is completely out of place. The language of this novel
*®, for the most part, simple, precise . . . real. Indeed, the novel's
virtue is its realism; its world is mundane, ordinary, yet, precisely
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because of this, strikingly vivid and thus incredibly poignant. This is
the world of the school-bus and the cocktail party — nothing very
special, no lights or glamour. Consequently this theological strain (it is
not religious — that's the problem) seems false. "I've figured out the
bind I'm in," Jerry tells Sally. "It's between death and death. To live
with you is death to me. On the other hand, to abandon my family is a
sin; to do it I'd have to deny God and by denying God I'd give up all
claim on immortality." This kind of Protestant existentialism just
doesn't fit into Updike's picture of suburban middle-class Connecticut.
Such concerns simply do not seem real. The language is obtuse,
elevated, churchy, and thus forms a vivid contrast to the simple, yet
lucid, prose which marks the majority of the novel. Updike toys with
this theological strain, never giving us enough to do anything with; one
senses that he is struggling for control, for discipline. Thankfully he
usually catches himself in time, and the irony of such lines as, "she
(Sally) could hardly believe that minds still existed in that frame," is
not lost.
Updike, like James, demonstrates an acute love of detail; the
novel is filled with images of the world we know but rarely take the
time to look at. Indeed, Updike follows in the Jamesian tradition. Little
happens in this novel; there are lots of telephone calls, walks, visits,
lots of talk. James' parlour is Updike's living-room. The style is, in a
way, visual; Updike, through language, paints pictures — of land
scape, people, scenes. He wants to do more than tell a story; he wants
to describe one. Thus his novel is filled with wonderfully detailed and
specific images. Marry Me is composed of a number of different
scenes, organized in a symmetrical pattern of five chapters, each of
which is loosely tied together through a different aspect of the theme,
viz. the difficulty of choice. Implicit in this essentially descriptive style
is a rejection of that strain in American Literature we associate most
readily with Ernest Hemingway — a strain which one often feels in
cludes virtually all of contemporary American fiction. Stylistically
Updike is totally opposed to Hemingway — who wanted to do nothing
more (as if it were itself an easy job) than tell a story in the simplest,
purest, and cleanest way possible. I cannot think of an American
prose-writer, since Fitzgerald, who shares Updike's love of
description. The great majority of contemporary American authors (I
think immediately of Salinger, Baldwin, and Mailer) seem to share
Hemingway's instinctive distrust of the descriptive; they are primarily
concerned with action. In his refusal to admit that choices must
always be made. Updike again defies Hemingway and his followers.
The Hemingway hero is constantly forcing himself to choose, and then
not to look back: the modern world is seen as chaotic, violent, brutal,
filled with evil of all varieties. For Updike, however, choice is really
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nonchoice; the world ie worrisome rather than chaotic; one learns,
gradually, to adapt. Updike's realism, then, is, in a sense, reac
tionary; with the descriptive detail, the stasis of movement, the lack of
action, he stands virtually alone in contemporary American letters
His realism is old-fashioned; Updike tells us what people do and think
and say. The strange thing is that it works.
It works precisely because Updike is so self-conscious. He is
careful to avoid the pretentiousness one finds in much of his «»™er
work; here, for the most part, things are described calmly, with lit
emotion, the result being that, even when the prose is most Poe,"='°"°
feels that this is the way things really are. The world of the fiction
well developed, so weU described, that it seems more than just real.
"Yes," one wants to say. "this is the way it is. this is what I know
Marry Me is not a novel in the grand tradition; this is no Moby Dick
and Updike is no Melville. It is rather a small, unpretentious work
one which may. unfortunately, pass by largely unnoticed. Some^ may
find it dull; those who relish in the novels of Scott or Cooper are likely
to be bored. There is little that we would call romance in the nove ,
there are no heroes; there is little true drama. To call it a ™manceis
slightly misleading, for wa associate the term with the N'netee
Century, and Marry Me is unquestionably of the Twen,1®t!'n"^®
has given us a small, meticulously developed glimpse of modern life, he
has painted a picture which, though rich in detail, is small m scope.
This is a real novel - with little social commentary, httle criticism.
The author is content to describe life as he sees it; he may three* our
attention to certain problems, certain difficulties, but he offers few
solutions. Years from now people may look to Marry e lnane T,
understand the times we live in. and we. today, can do the aamejf we
analyze it carefully enough, we may be able to find clues « «kj we
live the way we do. but what wa will mostly fmd is a rich and thorough
description of how four different people live and survive inhese
times. Updike has written what 1 had thought, if not impossible, at
least not very plausible; he has. with little pretense written an oldfashioned novel of manners about our new-fashioned age. and I. tor
one, thank him for it.
Paul Lukacs
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